Clodagh Gemini
Designed by

clodagh
LIFE ENHANCING MINIMALISM
Clodagh passionately
believes that good design
supports well-being and
that it can transform
people’s lives. Clodagh’s
design mantra is cleanse,
clarify, contemplate, and
create.
Shown with Clay top, Walnut
cabinet and optional ABC System

The Gemini, with a combination of simplicity and functionality has become the choice of top
spas in the world. Featuring Oakworks unique 4 electric motor system and now standard with
a removable and replaceable padded top, the guest experience is unparalleled. The clean
lines foster a sense of elegant simplicity, while the custom-designed cabinetry, complete with
electrical outlets inside the cabinet, adds a functionality that makes incorporating a hot towel
cabi a convenient reality.

Bluetooth Speaker System
(Optional)
Delivers excellent quality stereo sound via
any Bluetooth connected device.

Programmable Hand Control

Integrated Heated Top (Optional)

This control has two user programmable
memory positions and the ability to change
two settings at once with a single button.
The simple interface makes positioning
clients fast and the new electronics are quiet
and smooth in operation.

Our new system is imbedded in the foam,
creating a more even heat, and has three
settings. The heating element automatically
shuts off after 10 hours providing peace of
mind for safety and energy conservation.

ABC SYSTEM (OPTIONAL)

SPECIFICATIONS

Oakworks Patented ABC system allows you to create the
perfect level of support for each client, taking pressure off
their breasts and tension out of their back. The system also
raises the pad above level, making it a great head support
for face up positions, and can be used for stretches also.

• New! Removable and replaceable padding
• Programmable memory positions

(Comes with Boiance face rest pad and QuickLock face rest)

• AeroCel™ padding for ultimate comfort
• Large height range - 25” - 37”

TABLE SPECIFICATIONS
Top

Electric Salon Top or Flat top

Lift System

4 Electric Motors

Controls

Foot Control + Hand Control with memory positions

Lifting Capacity

500 lbs. (249 kg)

Fabric

TerraTouch - Medical Grade, ISO 10993

Finish

Water Based Stain or Lacquer

Padding

4” (10 cm) or 6” (15 cm) AeroCel™ (Optional)

Height Range with 4” (10.2
cm) pad

25” - 37” (63 cm - 94 cm)

Width

29” (74 cm), 31” (79 cm), 33” (84 cm)

Length

73” (185.4 cm)

Options
(must be ordered with table)

Integrated Heated Top, ABC System, Oakworks
Bluetooth Speaker

Warranty

3 years parts, 2 years labor

Safety Listings

cETLus listed 3034177

Accessories

Adjustable Side Arm Rests, Boiance Shelf Support,
Boiance Face Rest Cushion, Quick Lock Face Rest

STAINS
Cherry

Natural

Grey

Ebony

Bone

Stone

Espresso

Ruby

Orchid

Opal

Sky Blue

Clay

Ruby

White

Pewter

Coal

Sage

Blue Grass

Pectoral muscle stretch

Built in head support

Advanced positioning

BOIANCE SHELF
SUPPORT
(ACCESSORY)

Earth

Sapphire

Head support

These versatile and comfortable
removable arm rests feature a wide
range of positions. They always stay
level, regardless of the backrest angle. They offer comfortable positioning and can be moved completely
out of the way to allow guests to get
on and off the table easily.

Meets the requirements of ISO 10993-1:2009 Biological Evaluation
of Medical Tables & passes testing for Cytotoxicity, Skin Irritation &
Sensitization as well as CA TB117 Fire Retardance testing. Please refer
to the product cleaning instructions for a list of approved cleaners and
disinfectants.

Ocean

Large adjustment range

(ACCESSORY)

TERRATOUCH COLORS

Heron

Electric adjustments

Lower to lessen pressure

ADJUSTABLE
SIDE ARMREST

LACQUERS
Walnut

Incredible breast comfort

The shelf and bracket used together
allow you to create the perfect place
for clients arms when working on
their back. The shelf can also be used
alone as a head support for facials
and other aesthetic treatments. The
shelf is designed to allow therapists
to relax their shoulders while working on clients, minimizing stress and
injuries.
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